


















SYSTEMhousing

Tina di Carlo — Bevin Cline

Housing and houses are the most elemental of all

architectural structures. Jeremy Edmiston and

Douglas Gauthier, partners in System Architects since

1998, have explored this type in numerous projects,

most recently the multi-dwelling Universal House

(2004), the Wellfleet House (2002–3), and the Parish

House (2003). In these three seemingly disparate

projects two themes reoccur: the switchback stair,

the organizing principle that determines the house’s

form; and the surface treatment, a skinlike matrix or

latticework that responds to particular conditions in

either the architecture or the site. Together this pair

of elements implies a sense of wrapping, expanding,

and unfolding. The skin appears additive, taut, as if

binding the structure together.

The Universal House project was submitted to the

New Housing, New York Design Ideas Competition,

which called for a mid-rise, high-density housing

solution in Harlem, New York. The proposals were to

be specific enough to respond to a particular site but

general enough to be applicable to a variety of

locations.

Simultaneously addressing issues of privacy,

sustainability, and circulation, System Architects’

inventive proposal revolves around the idea of a

vertical sidewalk, a switchback ramp scaling the

building. The sidewalk appears to have been inserted

between the structure and the facade, so that the

building’s “skin” must distort to accommodate it. The

consequent amorphous form of this skin, which

carries a mesh pattern, evokes a net pulled tight to

hold the ramp in place. This undulating woven screen

is the project’s visually defining feature.

The ramp functions as the primary circulation and

communal space of the house, widening and narrowing

to incorporate a variety of activities and leisure

spaces. Accessible from the ground-floor entry and

connecting back to the units at the second, fourth,

and seventh floors, this walkway is protected from the

elements by a manipulable glass screen that affords

climate control. The ramp space literally allows the

building to breathe: hot air rises up it, pulling in fresh

air as it goes. Then, exiting the building through

rooftop channels, this rising air drives wind machines

that supplement the building’s power supply.

Whereas typically 20 percent of a residential building

is given over to circulation, System Architects have

reduced this ratio to only 5 percent in the Universal

House project. The efficiency is achieved in part by

eliminating postage-stamp terraces and by the ramp,

which functions both as circulation and as a vertical

garden instead. In addition, as most of the units are

split-level, corridors are only necessary every three

floors. (Studios function as infill units between the

larger bilevel apartments.) This type of section has

precedents in Le Corbusier’s Unité d’Habitation,

Marseilles (1947–52), where each of the unit types

has a double-height living space.

The ramp, which serves an auxiliary function in the

Universal House, and the stair, which becomes a

defining feature of the unit, permeate the form of the

1,000-square-foot Wellfleet House. Here both the

overall massing and the internal organization evoke

the switchback stair; in fact one moves through a

series of switchback stairs and ramps, to the point

where each room acts as an oversized landing.

Sleeping bunks, too, which feed off the stair between

the main floor and the next level, can be understood

as enlarged individual stair treads.

The Wellfleet House is on Cape Cod, between

Wellfleet Harbor to the east and the Atlantic Ocean to

the west. It is essentially a guesthouse for up to ten

visitors, and shares a one-acre lot with an existing

main house. Its form is inspired by the traditional type

of beach house that is raised on stilts for protection

from flooding at storm tides. The Wellfleet House,



however, is not directly on the ocean, and is elevated

to provide ocean views.

The facade of the Wellfleet House folds, deforms, and

breathes like that of the Universal House. Panels

covering the large, double-height living area and the

smaller space on the TK side are adjustable; when

fully retracted they become canopies, allowing for full

views and shaded sunlight; when closed they board up

the house. These cedar panels are perforated to

screen and modulate light and air.

The Parish House, a vacation home for a family of five

on the east coast of Australia, is another meditation

on the beach-house type. Edmiston and Gauthier are

specifically looking to the traditional Australian beach

house, a shed-type structure in which the roof is

slightly raised to ventilate hot air. Like the Wellfleet

House, the Parish House is raised on stilts, but the

elevation here is necessary: the site, a five-minute

walk from the sea, is a designated floodplain.

The open design of the house reflects both the clients’

love of outdoor sports and a limited construction

budget. Three similarly sized bar forms compose the

plan—two making up the interior spaces, a third,

adjoined to their front, providing a porch. The two rear

volumes are juxtaposed in plan and section, and

slightly collide. The gap at the point of collision

functions as ventilation for hot air as it draws in fresh

air through either the front facade or a horizontal

ventilator at back. The bars also serve to divide the

program: the bedrooms and bathrooms are in the

back bar and the more public cooking, dining, and

living area is in the middle bar. Light enters the

private area in the back through clerestory windows

set along the line where the sections collide, and

enters the main living area through the glazed front

wall. To provide relief from the relentless summer

sun, the bedrooms are placed in the insulated back

bar, which receives the least light.

Affixed to the front of the house is the porch,

constructed as a pair of bleachers. One side feeds

down from the house into the front yard, a grass field

designed for cricket, bocce, and basketball. The other

side turns upward, looks back toward the house, and

encloses a deck and barbeque grill. These bleachers,

stands for viewing internal and external activities,

transform the overall form of the house into a

switchback stair, with the house existing on the

landing between the split flights.

The lattice like pattern of the house’s structural frame

is derived from two overlapping diagonal systems, one

rotated 92 degrees from the normative front edge of

the house, the other rotated 72 degrees. This dense

pattern allows for a ribbing system constructed from

plywood. Between the slats of the wooden webbing,

spray-on hard insulation both controls temperature

and provides structural bracing. Polyurea spray-on

waterproofing then covers both insulation and wood,

adhering like a taut skin to reveal the webbed pattern

of the skeletal structure beneath. This skin enveloping

the house is continuous on its surface, seamed at its

edges, split at its top, and opened up by the bleachers

at the house’s front.



Seven Things I Know About SYSTEM

Salomon Frausto

Since the early twentieth-century, houses and

housing—from the Villa Savoye to the

Farnsworth house to the Casa Malaparte to the

Karl Marx Hoff to Unite d’ Habitation—have

provided the fertile ground for architectural

experimentation. Simultaneously succeeding and

proceeding modernist architectural paradigms

through geometric, programmatic, and spatial

manipulat ion, SYSTEM has—ever so

subtly—taken the commonplace needs of living

and converted them into provocative

architecture!

1. SYSTEM is achieving new spatial

relationships between inside and outside through

inventive site strategies that minimize the

distinctions between figure and field. In the

Parish house, the architects have successfully

spatialized the outdoors:  no longer does the

glass box rest dormant on the landscape!

Through a series of deliberate overlaps, gaps

and slits within the building’s skin, one’s eye

obliquely captures the surrounding landscape to

interiorize the exterior. The human figure moves

within, over and under the folded wrapper,

ambiguously occupying inside and outside. The

Wellfleet guesthouse’s inhabitable roof terrace

similarly confuses the distinction between inside

and outside because it doesn’t simply frame a

picture-like view of the surrounding landscape,

but rather spatially engages the occupants with

the oceanfront beyond. The Prague house,

perhaps most dramatically, walks a line between

site and object. The house could have easily been

cantilevered tenuously off the cliff-side or

sinisterly entombed within the earth or politely

propped atop the hill. Instead, the house leans

gently and clearly toward the hillside, achieving a

tense and terse dialogue between the natural

and the man-made.

2. Similar to Le Corbusier’s promenade

architecturale, SYSTEM is creating housing

environments that continuously shift one’s

horizontal perception through animated spatial

sequencing. The Wellfleet guesthouse’s spiraling

form—based on its interior circulation—creates

both a visual and a physical path that

continuously confronts the human subject with

the surrounding landscape’s horizon. Serving the

same intention, the Parish house’s elevated

position and visual torque negotiates human

subject above, below and within various horizons.

A similarly inverted spatial condition is made at

the Prague house. Here, an inward facing

interior landscape shields the outside

environment, but allows the human subject to

occupy multiple horizons at once.

3. The urban and the natural are two

fundamentally embedded concepts in SYSTEM’s

work. These seemingly antithetical ideas are

understood in a reciprocal manner: nature is an

urban condition and vice versa. Architecture ties

the natural and the urban together. Both are

multilayered, overlapping, and intertwining

systems consisting of varying constituencies,

economies, environments and spatial

experiences. The blurred boundary between the

natural and the urban is explicit in the Universal

house. Here, natural and mechanical conditions

coexist in the vertical park, in the use of

photovoltaics and wind machines, creating a new

aesthetic green architecture that is responsive

to mundane architectural needs.

4. The street is the most egalitarian urban

public space—a place where the nameless,

neglected and nomadic gather and bring their

own attitudes and desires. The street creates a

dialogue between the architectural construct and

its context. The Universal house provides a

cogent example of this concept. SYSTEM uses



the ideas and influences of the urban street to

bring a different spatial paradigm into the

traditional housing block. Much like Terragni’s

Casa Rustici—where bridges and passageways

link a series of “elevated streets” to activate the

interst it ia l  spaces between housing

volumes—this project creates a different type of

public space that interweaves communal and

residential experiences. This intermingling is

achieved by thickening the building’s facade,

consequently creating a space in which the

street’s urban nature permeates the interior.

5. By using expressive geometry, SYSTEM

is boxing the box—visually and spatially

expressing contemporary society’s complexity.

For these architects, the architectural section

describes and programs the intricacies of human

spatial relationships. Their work is predicated on

the notion that it’s the architectural section that

holds the dynamic potential to create interesting

architecture. They purposefully keep the

architectural plan dumbly blunt. By doing so, the

architectural section gets programmatically

resolved leaving the architectural plan to

respond. The Parish house is designed according

to two idealized sectional conditions: an inward

facing living room and outward looking dining

room. These sections are placed at either end of

the house with the resulting form being the

negotiation of both ends.

6. From the Parish house’s surfboard

graphic delineations to the Universal house

facade’s web-like intricacy, SYSTEM privileges

the casually inventive architectural drawing as a

design tool. Drawing is not simply used for its

representational qualities but also for its ability

to inform the design process. The graphic vector

is the essential component to SYSTEM’s

architectural conceptualization and represents a

specific intentionality. By drawing with vector-

based computer software, the architects are

able to control the design of their projects. Each

drawn line is given measure by its thickness and

length, allowing various vectors to be embedded

within the drawing geometry. This “vector

thinking” allows the architects to engage a more

complex geometry that is responsive to changing

conditions. It also provides a means of

measuring that deliberately schedules a complex

geometry.

7. By dangerously manipulating and

operating with inherited forms, spatial

conditions, production methods, zoning codes

and other conventionally restrictive parameters,

SYSTEM works with and against these varying

systems to make complex and responsive

architecture. The work presented is not

culturally cynical or technologically deterministic,

but rather playfully engages with contemporary

popular culture and everyday life.
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